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Ecological Restoration in Mexico:

The Challenges of a Multicultural Megadiverse Country
By Roberto Lindig-Cisneros, Centro de Investigaciones en Ecosistemas (CIEco),
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM)
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exico, with a
ation must be given
land mass of
not only to barri1,964,375 km2, beers to ecosystem
longs to the group
recovery, but also
of megabiodiverse
to establishing a
countries with more
dialogue between
than 23,400 plant
cultures that typispecies (Sarukhán
cally share little
2008). Within its
in terms of their
boundaries
lie
views on nature.
tropical evergreen
Furthermore, as a
forests, deserts, and
consequence of the
coastal and alpine
social struggle that
Man in Oaxaca, Mexico harvests the fruit of a
ecosystems. This
occurred at the bePachycereus weberi, locally known as Candelabro
biological richness
ginning of the 20th
is matched by a cultural diversity that century that led to the Mexican Revois the result of a long history of human lution, almost all the national territory
occupation. In what is today central and was distributed among the population.
southern Mexico, the vestiges of the main Nowadays, 52% of the Mexican territory
Mesoamerican civilizations can be found, is owned by ejidos, a type of communal
from the sites of the ancient Olmec civi- land ownership system rooted in pre-Colization in the Gulf of Mexico to Mayan, lumbian social structures and rural comAztec, and Tarascan sites, the three most munities. About 40% is private property,
advanced civilizations that the Spanish and only 8% is owned by the state (Rivera
conquerors discovered more than 500 Rodríguez 2003). Therefore, practically
years ago in this region of the Americas. all restoration efforts in Mexico require
Even today, approximately 7.6 million of working with landowners that depend
Mexico’s inhabitants speak a native lan- directly on the land for subsistence, addguage. These languages can be grouped ing an additional layer of complexity to
in 12 linguistic families (Díaz 2010). restoration. The need for ecological resAmong the ethnic groups, some have oc- toration in Mexico has been recognized
cupied their ancestral lands for centuries, at least since the end of the 19th century,
creating landscapes that merge nature and when two botanical pioneers, Fernando
Altamirano and José Ramírez, published
culture.
a list of species useful for revegetating
igh biodiversity in a multicultural the forests of Mexico (Flores Olvera and
country presents particularly difficult Lindig-Cisneros 2005).
challenges for restoration. In many cases,
(continued on page 2)
for restoration to occur, careful consider-
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Ecological Restoration Vol. 28, No. 3, September 2010
Special Theme: Ecological Restoration in Mexico
The cover story for this issue of SERNews has been
reproduced in full from an
editorial written by Roberto Lindig-Cisneros as
guest editor of the September 2010 issue of Ecological Restoration. In
this special issue of ER,
Lindig-Cisneros has combined eight full-length articles and four Restoration
Notes to give readers a
sense of the diverse range of restoration
initiatives underway in Mexico and to
convey some of the important issues facing practitioners who work there. One
concern of paramount importance given

the country’s rich biological and cultural diversity is
the need for a holistic approach that ensures the active involvement of local
communities and the integration of socio-economic
considerations throughout
the restoration process.
Visit http://er.uwpress.org/
current.dtl#EDITORIAL
to view the table of contents for this issue. If you are a SER
member and would like to inquire about
receiving a discounted subscription to
Ecological Restoration, contact Caroline at caroline@ser.org.

Ecological Restoration in Mexico
continued from page 1

T

he number of restoration projects in
Mexico has increased in recent decades,
partly because of the efforts by the governmental Comisión Nacional para el Conocimiento y Uso de la Biodiversidad, which
funds restoration efforts mostly in protected
areas and priority conservation regions.
These are areas of particular interest because of their high biodiversity and relative
ecological integrity.

E

lsewhere in the country, restoration has
been accomplished primarily by local
communities, mostly rural, in collaboration
with NGOs and universities. The series of
papers presented in [the September 2010
special issue of Ecological Restoration]
illustrate many of the challenges and approaches to ecological restoration in Mexico. Common to almost all of these articles
is the preponderant role of social issues and
the need for developing knowledge on topics as basic as the propagation of native species. An effort was made in this special issue
to cover as much as possible of the ecosystem diversity and geography of Mexico,
but in such a complex and diverse country
of course much was left out. Although restoration is a growing field of endeavor in

Mexico, considerable work still needs to be
done to link research with practice and to
strengthen a multicultural relationship with
nature for its preservation and restoration.
These articles help pave the way.
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View from the Chair
By Jim Harris | SER Board Chair

Dear SER Members:

actively seeking
to expand the
It has been an exciting few weeks in
Society’s netthe middle of an exciting period for
work of partners
SER! As Executive Director Amanand supporters,
da Jorgenson reports later in this
and this effort
issue, we just had our annual facehas been greatly
to-face Board meeting in Washingassisted by the
ton, DC in September. This meeting
addition of new
was held to coincide with our 5-year
staff to our Head
strategic planning retreat and pro- Office team. Caroline Bronaugh bevided an opportunity to celebrate gan work as our new Membership
the Society’s relocation to Wash- Coordinator in June, and Marion
ington, DC, while thinking ahead to Smith joined the team as Developour organizational goals for the next ment Director in August. A warm
5 years. Although we are still work- welcome to you both!
ing to finalize the strategic plan for
2012-2016 based on the discussions Before travelling to Washington,
at the retreat, we hope to have it DC for the Board meeting, I had the
ready to share with the membership opportunity to attend the SER Euin the coming weeks. This plan- rope conference in Avignon, France
ning exercise benefited greatly from in August. The meeting attracted
the comprehensive, wide-scale and nearly 500 attendees and attested to
enthusiastic responses that we re- the vibrant community of practitioceived in the Membership Survey, ners in Europe, working on a wide
and on behalf of everyone at SER, spectrum of ecological restoration
I thank you for your time and input. from the arid south to the frozen
I can assure you that this feedback north! There were presentations
was fully considered throughout the from students, volunteers, regulaprocess and did much to inform our tors, NGOs, researchers and acathinking. The needs and perceptions demics, and the field trips were suof our members are of utmost im- perb. I visited Mont Ventoux, near
portance to us as we look at ways Avignon, home to one of the world’s
of ensuring the Society’s continued earliest restoration programmes
vitality and strengthening its capac- (begun in the mid 1800’s). See the
ity to advance ecological restoration Chapter News section in this issue
efforts around the world.
for more details about the meeting
in Avignon.
I am pleased to report that the move
to Washington has already proven In addition to supporting growth at
extremely helpful in terms of estab- the chapter level, we have continlishing contact with others in our ued work on several other ongosector, from fellow NGOs to Fed- ing initiatives, all of which have
eral Government in the US. We are been mentioned in past issues of

SERNews. We recently embarked
on an ambitious project to renew the
Society’s brand and website, and
have engaged Pyramid Communications to help guide us through
this process. We are also moving
forward with the Practitioner Certification Program and have recently
named new Board Officers – more
news on these fronts soon. Planning continues for the SER2011
World Conference next year in Merida, Mexico, and we hope you will
actively participate in this important
event. This is a wonderful opportunity to showcase the work you have
been doing and to meet and interact
with your counterparts from all over
the world! We are accepting proposals for special sessions, symposia,
workshops and training courses until December 1, 2010 and will open
the call for abstracts on January 1,
2011. We also welcome collaboration in other areas, such as support
for fundraising efforts or help promoting the conference, so please
don’t hesitate to contact us with
any ideas or suggestions you might
have.
As we approach the end of the year,
the pace of change is rapid and increasing. Please stay involved and
let us know how we can best support your restoration efforts!
Yours truly,
Jim Harris, Chair
Society for Ecological
Restoration

The Society for Ecological Restoration depends upon bequests and your generosity. Please include the
Society in your will and estate plans. For more information, contact Marion Smith, Development Director,
at 202-299-9518 or marion@ser.org.
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Society for Ecological Restoration
4th World Conference on Ecological Restoration
20th Annual Meeting of the Society
August 21-25, 2011

Mérida, Mexico

“Re-establishing the Link between Nature and Culture”
Overview

Structure

SER2011 is a multi-disciplinary international conference
designed to bring together those individuals and organizations involved in the science and practice of ecological restoration as it relates to natural resource management, climate change, biodiversity loss, and sustainable
livelihoods. Delegates include practitioners, researchers, planners/managers, students and volunteers with
backgrounds in earth sciences, landscape architecture,
ecological engineering, natural resource management,
public policy, economics, indigenous cultures and community-based activities. SER2011 will foster a dynamic
exchange of knowledge and experiences among this diverse group and demonstrate how ecological restoration,
when conducted using sound scientific methods and a
holistic ecosystem approach, can serve as a tool to re-establish the connections between nature and culture and
foster global stability by integrating the social, economic
and ecological dimensions of human existence.

SER2011 will feature a 3-day scientific program that
will include:

Conference Themes
SER2011 will examine ecological restoration at the nexus between nature and culture. Key topics will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable livelihoods and restoring natural capital
Safeguarding biodiversity
Landscape connectivity and biological corridors
Mitigating and adapting to global changes
Cultural landscapes and agro-ecological methods
Local and traditional ecological knowledge and
community-based approaches
• Environmental and natural resource policy
implications

• World-renowned plenary and keynote speakers
• 10-12 special and concurrent scientific sessions
and symposia (see list)
• Poster sessions, exhibit booths, and awards dinner
• Pre- and post-conference field trips, workshops
and training courses
• Social and cultural events, working groups and
other networking opportunities

Languages
English and Spanish (with simultaneous translation for
keynote, plenary and select sessions)

2nd Meeting of the Ibero-American and Caribbean
Ecological Restoration Network (RIACRE)
The steadily growing
RIACRE network, comprised of members from
around Latin America, the
Caribbean, Spain and Portugal, will hold its second meeting in conjunction with
SER2011. Formed in 2007, this exciting new initiative
is a vital first step toward unifying the region’s burgeoning community of restoration practitioners.
Learn more: http://www.grupoplantae.com/riacre
Contact: José Ignacio Barrera barreraj@javeriana.edu.co

THE CALL FOR PROPOSALS FOR SPECIAL SESSIONS, SYMPOSIA, WORKSHOPS AND
TRAINING COURSES IS NOW OPEN. CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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Society for Ecological Restoration
4th World Conference on Ecological Restoration
20th Annual Meeting of the Society
August 21-25, 2011 Mérida, Mexico

“Re-establishing the Link between Nature and Culture”
Venue
Mérida is located in the northwest part of the Yucatán
Peninsula surrounded by the Gulf of Mexico and the
Caribbean Sea. Known for its colonial architecture,
Caribbean atmosphere and Mayan cuisine, Merida has
much to offer for those who love culture, cities, history
and nature. Relax in the beautiful main plaza, explore
the contemporary art museum and cultural center, or
enjoy a musical performance at the historic Teatro Peón
Contreras. Mérida is also an excellent base for numerous excursions around the region, including the tourist
centers of Cancún and the Mayan Riviera, and the legendary Mayan ruins of Chichén Itzá and Uxmal.

Important Dates
Call for Special Sessions, Symposia, Workshops and Training Courses
Call for Abstracts and Posters					
Early Registration							
Regular Registration							
Pre-conference Field Trips, Workshops and Training Courses
On-site Registration							
Scientific Program							
Post-conference Field Trips, Workshops and Training Courses

Aug 1-Dec1, 2010
Jan 1-April 15, 2011
Jan 1-May 15, 2011
May 16-Aug 21, 2011
Aug 19-21, 2011
Aug 21-24, 2011
Aug 22-24, 2011
Aug 25-27, 2011

Local and Regional Partners
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Mayan Succession Management in Southeastern Mexico:
Inspiration for Rainforest Restoration
By David Douterlungne, Departamento de Agroecología,
El Colegio de la Frontera Sur (ECOSUR), Chiapas, Mexico

M

any tropical rainforests are home
to traditional living farmers who
possess valuable knowledge for ecological restoration. Over the course of
generations, they have managed their
natural resources and molded their
surroundings in order to optimize their
subsistence activities, and in many
cases these traditional management
practices have given rise to cultural
landscapes that reflect the interplay of
both natural and human processes.

pioneer species with high leaf production and turnover rates. Natural stands
of this soft-wooded species typically
have abundant soil organic matter, lack
weedy or shrubby understories and are
easy to clear manually with a machete.
At the time of felling, a strip of mature
trees is maintained around the clearings in order to guarantee the presence
of forest tree propagules and their animal dispersers when the milpa is eventually abandoned and left to lie fallow.
During the cultivation period, as many
In the case of Mesoamerican Mayan
as 50 species are cultivated in 1-3 ha,
rainforests, it is now well accepted that
usually a mix of crops, shrubs and
the vegetative composition of “pristrees. This diversity increases resiltine” stands of forest is actually the reience and reduces the risk of pathogen
sult of some degree of anthropogenic
or insect attacks. Weeds are controlled
design. Clumps of long-living plants
based on detailed knowledge of their
photo courtesy David Douterlungne
with traditional uses, such as Theoreproductive ecology, as, for example,
Manuel Castellanos Chan K’in, a Lacandon
broma cacao (cacao tree), Brosimum TEKM
resprouting weeds are eradicated from
expert, standing next to a 5-month-old
alicastrum (Maya nut) and Aechmea
the roots and left to decompose, while
Ochroma pyramidale
magdalenae (pita), are often found in
plants with abundant seeds are burned
the near vicinity of archaeological sites, suggesting that or carried outside the milpa before seed release. During
the ancestral Mayas actively managed their natural sur- the last year of cultivation, Ochroma seedlings are alroundings and selected for particular species composi- lowed to return and are actively established by broadcasttions. These kinds of management practices are far from ing seeds, even though they don’t provide harvestable
frozen in the past, however, as contemporary inhabitants products and may shade some of the crops. About three
of these rainforests continue to direct or accelerate the years after initial clearing, milpas are abandoned, and
successional pathways of the forest and control seedbank natural succession takes over.
composition in order to increase agricultural productivity.
Because Ochroma dominates the community of seedlings
Traditional Agro-successional Management
and the soil seedbank, Ochroma stands rapidly become
in the Lacandon Rainforest
established and reach heights of up to 12 meters during
the first year of growth. These stands quickly produce
The indigenous Lacandon Maya of southern Mexico’s abundant litter that covers the soil and decomposes slowlowland evergreen rainforest (known as the Selva Lacan- ly, thus reducing soil erosion and increasing the availdona) have traditionally relied on a system of slash-and- ability of soil nutrients. Moreover, this combination of
burn agriculture in which the original vegetation is felled soil cover and canopy closure prevents the establishment
and burned in order to provide clearings for crops to grow. of invasive weeds, grasses or ferns that could otherwise
This system, referred to as milpa in Spanish, uses rela- arrest succession. Perennial crops such as papaya, pinetively long fallow periods to restore soil nutrient levels. apple or citrus-trees persist and attract seed-dispersing
Because they rely on these fallow periods and the long- fauna which are occasionally hunted for food. Naturally
term maintenance of a functioning ecosystem, the Lacan- recruited forest seedlings find favorable growing condon people have developed a sophisticated knowledge of ditions and reduced competition within these Ochroma
forest dynamics, which they apply in their milpa fields.
stands, and provide forest products such as construction
material and firewood. About seven years after abandonLacandones have traditionally initiated the milpa cycle by ment, recovered soil fertility and organic matter permit
clearing patches of forest dominated by Ochroma pyrami- the slash-and-burn cycle to start anew.
dale (Malvaceae, Bombacoideae), commonly known as
(continued on page 7)
balsa. Balsa is a fast-growing, light-demanding, broadleaf
SERNews 6

Lacandon Succession Management
continued from page 6

photos courtesy David Douterlungne

Three-year-old experiment in a milpa fallow where traditional management of Ochroma pyramidale (right) is contrasted with
easy-to-replicate Ochroma plantations and control plots without management (left, foreground). Note the absence of a
weedy understory, the abundant litter and the naturally recruited saplings in the traditionally managed plot.

Lacandon families typically have several plots of land at
different stages of this cycle at any given time. In fact,
up to five different successional communities at various
stages of recovery are recognized and named. Up to 400
species, or 60% of the total plant diversity in these fallows, are (partially) harvested for food, medicinal products, fiber, fuel and other uses.

Applying TEKM-based Restoration Ecology
Several authors since the 1980s have described traditional
Lacandon management techniques and have encouraged
using this rich source of traditional ecological knowledge
to guide local conservation and ecological restoration efforts. Their Ochroma management practices harness the
self-designing capacity of rainforests and require only
renewable resources and minimal inputs of manual labor to direct successional trajectories. Furthermore, local
knowledge of native tree species in a successional context can help identify keystone and framework species
essential for forest health, or recognize important stable
successional states for ecosystem recuperation. The challenge for restorationists has been to distill easily adoptable facets of Lacandon TEKM and adapt them to local needs and capacities. Toward that end, collaborative
fieldwork with Lancandon TEKM experts in the Selva
Lacandona has led to several restoration-related experiments, one of which is described in the next section.

Ochroma for Restoring Bracken Lands
A difficult problem related to deforestation in the tropics is the widespread invasion of bracken fern (Pteridium
aquilinum, Dennstaedtiaceae). Its abundant production
of allelopathic fronds prevents seedling establishment
and depletes the soil seedbank, at the same time as its

vigorous rhizome system permits rapid vegetative
spread. These characteristics make bracken an aggressive colonizer that can effectively transform large areas
of rainforest into bracken deserts. The resulting environmental degradation affects not only ecological integrity
but also local people’s livelihoods, as arable farming and
livestock production often represent the main source of
income and food.
A group of researchers from El Colegio de la Frontera
Sur (ECOSUR), which included this author, conducted
an experimental test of the Lacandon technique of establishing balsa as a means of overcoming bracken infestation. The experiment, undertaken at a 30-year-old, bracken-infested site, was designed to determine whether this
traditional method of establishment (i.e. randomly broadcasting balsa seeds and employing traditional weeding
techniques) is a viable option for larger-scale applications when compared with more conventional methods
– i.e. direct sowing and transplantation of nursery-reared
seedlings.
Although each of these approaches to establishing balsa
(i.e. Lancandon method, direct seeding and transplantation of seedlings) differed somewhat in terms of survival
rate, growth rate and degree of weeding required, they
were all successful in reducing bracken coverage, thus
confirming the potential of this native tree as a tool for
overcoming successional thresholds in bracken lands.
Transplantation of nursery-reared seedlings produced the
highest rates of survival, even without cutting bracken,
but this method also produced slower growth in tree
height and diameter, which requires a longer weeding
period than the estimated 4 months for the other methods.
(continued on page 8)
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Lacandon Succession Management
continued from page 7

The Lacandon method had
somewhat variable effects
when compared to transplantation (producing both the largest
and smallest individual trees,
for instance), but it too was effective in controlling bracken
and has the added advantages
of simplicity, cost-effectiveness, and compatibility with
natural processes. Moreover,
the variability inherent in the
traditional method may actually create differing niches that
allow for the coexistence of
trees from distinct successional
stages.

photo courtesy David Douterlungne

Understory of a 3-year-old Ochroma-managed fallow surrounded by
mature vegetation. A total of 745 trees belonging to 51 species and
21 families were recruited during the first 3 years in the 1 ha site

Based on the findings of this experiment, Lacandon
TEKM could provide a basis for cost-effective strategies
to recuperate bracken-invaded lands in the tropics. These
balsa plantations can be easily established and managed
with a relatively modest amount of renewable resources
by people lacking profound ethnobotanical knowledge.
Moreover, by facilitating the establishment of other
woody species, balsa stands can effectively reinitiate
succession, creating high-quality arable land or even
functional rainforest ecosystems if allowed to continue
through natural successional pathways.

Increasing the Adoption Rate of TEKM-based
Restoration Strategies
In addition to this and other related experiments, several
strategies are being explored to increase the rate at which
owners of degraded lands in the Selva Lacandona adopt
and participate in local restoration programs. Particular
focus is being given to those restoration strategies that
provide direct monetary benefits and require minimal
economic investment, as these are the most likely to be
maintained and replicated.
One such strategy is integrating greenhouse gas mitigation programs into restoration and agro-forestry initiatives. Young restoration plantations capture a considerable amount of carbon in their stems and litter. Not only
are carbon uptake and biomass accumulation important
ecosystem functions, but they can also generate a commercial side product that provides an incentive for others
to adopt restoration projects while promoting long-term
forest cover.
Another strategy aimed at harnessing the economic
potential of local restoration sites is the cultivation of

commercial,
shade-loving
non-timber products in the understory of restoration plantations. Chamaedorea palms (C.
ernestii-augusti, C. oblongata
and C. elegans) grow beneath
the canopy of mature vegetation in the Mayan rainforests.
Their leaves are highly sought
after on the floriculture market,
and over-extraction has placed
wild populations at risk of extinction. Cultivation of these
species at restoration sites can
reduce pressure on remaining
populations and help generate
local income.

TEKM-based Restoration Tools
TEKM is an important source of inspiration for restoration models in cultural landscapes. Although its complex
relationship with local cultural and ecological contexts
makes it difficult to export to other regions and ethnic
groups, it can provide a strong basis for the development
of scientifically-proven methods and techniques that are
easily adapted to meet local needs. Whereas many approaches to restoration are dependent upon external inputs, TEKM-based strategies can be implemented at the
local level using renewable resources that are readily
available. Moreover, they strengthen and reinforce traditional relationships between communities and their natural surroundings and therefore lend themselves to the
reaffirmation of cultural identities.
Sadly, due to the rapidly changing socio-economic context in the Lacandon villages, most farmers have abandoned their TEKM-based practices. Although these
practices are also in use among other neighboring Mayan groups, such as the Ch’oles, their survival for future
generations appears uncertain. In this context, we need to
restore not only forests but also the ecosystem-restoring
capabilities of their human inhabitants.
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News from SER’s Global Office
A Note from SER Executive Director Amanda Jorgenson

A

s the fall season unfolds here in Washington, DC, we
at the SER Global Office continue to work on several
important initiatives. These activities include: planning
for the SER2011 World Conference in Merida, Mexico;
developing SER’s new brand and website; finalizing
SER’s 2012-2016 Strategic Plan; and strengthening our
programs. This note is a brief update on our most recent
accomplishments.

F

irst, I want to thank everyone who completed our recent member survey. Your input has been valuable to
us and has been incorporated into both the development of
a new SER brand as well as the 2012-2016 strategic plan.
Here are some of the highlights of the survey:
• About 35% of our members took the survey. This is
an impressive number and clearly speaks to the commitment of our members!
• While SER is growing internationally, about 80% of
the members who took the survey are based in North
America.
• About 50% of those who responded perceive SER
as an international professional organization focused
on connecting individuals working in the field of
ecosystem restoration and providing a forum for the
exchange of information and ideas.
• SER is characterized as being the premier resource
for information about restoration. SER is also considered to be a disseminator of research information
whose members are technically expert and globally
connected.
• SER is also perceived as a dedicated, professional,
reputable, and friendly organization.

Y

our participation is helping us determine how well
we are communicating with others about the Society,
how we can improve the products we offer members and
how best we can serve the restoration field. This visioning exercise has been tremendously valuable in informing
our branding process, and will also guide the development
of a new website that provides us with an opportunity to
integrate these insights more fully. We will continue to

keep you informed of the progress we are making on these
communication strategies.

W

ith regard to the new strategic plan, the Board of
Directors, three of our founding members, and staff
met in Washington, DC, during September 17-18 to evaluate the progress we have made over the last five years,
assess the results of the member survey and identify the
direction we ought to take in the next five years. While we
agreed to continue with the same strategic direction the
Society has taken over the past five years (http://www.ser.
org/pdf/2007-2111StrategicPlanOverview.pdf), the group
also identified the need to focus more of our efforts on
bridging the gap between leading-edge knowledge and
the practice of restoration, as well as communicating that
knowledge to decision makers, restoration practitioners,
and the general public more effectively so that ecological
restoration is at the forefront of natural resource management policies at the local, regional and international levels. Our chapters and members around the world are key
elements in facilitating this dialogue.

P

lanning for the next SER World Conference on Ecological Restoration is well underway. We are expecting
to have more than 1,000 delegates from around the world
as well as many stimulating and inspiring keynote speakers, an outstanding scientific program, special sessions
and workshops, fieldtrips, and lots of networking and cultural opportunities. Please note that the call for proposals
for special sessions, symposia, workshops and training
courses is now open, and we look forward to receiving
your proposals. We invite you to get involved in this important event. Here are some of the ways you can help us
with the conference: register and participate in the meetings, publicize the meeting amongst your colleagues, seek
sponsorships, sponsor a student or a community leader,
lead a special session, and/or teach a course. Visit the conference website for more details: http://www.ser2011.org.

I

am looking forward to the new opportunities that these
and other important projects will offer for the Society
as a whole, and we will keep you informed about the
progress we continue to make. As always, thank you for
your support!

SER Welcomes a New Development Director
Marion Smith joined up with SER shortly after the Society relocated to Washington,
DC this summer. A native Washingtonian with a MSW, Marion has worked with several
national and international environmental groups over the last decade, assisting them in
developing communication and fundraising strategies. She is eager to expand the base
of support for the Society’s work around the world in what she describes as “the most
important task of our lifetimes, repairing and renewing the connection between culture
and nature.” She looks forward to meeting members and supporters and hopes that they
will contact her with their ideas.
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SER Sends Delegation to Nagoya, Japan for
Convention on Biological Diversity’s COP10 Meeting
By Levi Wickwire, SER Project Coordinator

A

s I write this note, the 10th meeting of the parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity (COP10) is underway
in Nagoya, Japan (October 18-29). More than 190 signatories to the Convention have come together to evaluate
the successes and failures of global biodiversity targets set in 2002, and to agree on new targets for further reducing
the rate of biodiversity loss by 2020. SER has sought to play an increasingly active role in these discussions and has
sent a four-person delegation to Nagoya to raise awareness about the importance of ecological restoration as a means
of achieving the objectives of the Convention. We are pleased to report that the delegation has thus far met with great
success and has been able to contribute to the meeting in a very substantive way.
On October 19, the second day of the meeting, SER was the only nonprofit organization to make what is referred to as
an ‘intervention’ during proceedings related to “The CBD’s Future Programme of Work.” SER Acting Vice Chair and
Global Restoration Ambassador Keith Bowers read aloud the following statement:
October 19, 2010
Society for Ecological Restoration
Statement to the Parties
Thank you, Mr. Chair. I represent the Society for Ecological Restoration, an NGO Observer. I will be brief with my
comments. We very much welcome the increased emphasis
on ecosystem restoration, as stated in Agenda Item 4.3 a(ix),
and as just recently noted by both the delegations of Norway
and Canada, as an important mechanism for assisting the
Parties to achieve the objectives of the Convention.
The Society for Ecological Restoration, like the Parties to
the Convention, sees ecosystem restoration as a science
driven, cost-effective, participatory approach to enhancing biodiversity values, improving the delivery of ecosystem services for sustainable livelihoods, and mitigating and adapting to the impacts of climate change.
As a network of restoration professionals based in 56 countries throughout the world, the Society for Ecological
Restoration provides scientific and technical expertise in the ecologically-sensitive repair and management of
ecosystems. The Society brings together academics, researchers, practitioners, legislators and regulators to define and deliver excellence in the field of ecological restoration. Since the Society’s inception over 20 years ago,
its workshops, publications, and international collaborative networks have provided leading-edge restoration
guidance to individuals and organizations worldwide.
The Society looks forward to working with the Secretariat and Parties to the Convention at COP11 on identifying the ways and means to support ecosystem restoration, including the development of practical guidance on
restoration and related measures that will enhance the capacity of the Parties to restore degraded ecosystems and
achieve the 2020 headline targets.
In summary, we encourage countries with capacity, to provide targeted scientific, technical and financial support
for ecosystem restoration initiatives in developing countries. Along with sound science, we also encourage the
full integration of traditional ecological knowledge as critical components for restoring ecosystems to protect
and enhance biodiversity.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
(article continued on page 11)
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CBD COP10 Meeting
continued from page 10

T

he day following Keith’s intervention, October 20, SER hosted a Side Event highlighting the
benefits of ecological restoration entitled: “Restoring Ecosystem Services: A cost-effective,
participatory approach to conservation, climate change, and community development.” The Side
Event was a resounding success with over 60 attendees! Mike Wong, ED of Parks Canada’s Ecological Integrity Branch, served as the moderator with presentations by the SER Chair and Vice Chair;
the Ramsar Deputy Secretary General, Nick Davidson; Karen Keenleyside, also of Parks Canada’s
Ecological Integrity Branch and a SER Representative At Large; and Dennis Martinez, Chair of the
IPRN. The Q&A session following the presentations was lively with significant audience participation, and the event provided an opportunity to announce SER’s collaborative relationship with Parks
Canada, as well as the Memorandum of Cooperation recently signed with the Ramsar Convention.

W

e hope that as a result of our participation in this high-profile meeting, ecological restoration
will gain more recognition as an integral component of global strategies for safeguarding
biodiversity, and will form the basis for an increasing number of national and international policies
aimed at more sustainable approaches to economic development.

The SER delegation to the COP10 is comprised of the following representatives: Jim Harris, Chair; Keith Bowers,
Acting Vice Chair and Global Restoration Ambassador; Dennis Martinez, Chair of the Indigenous Peoples’ Restoration Network; and Sasha Alexander, Program Director.

Learn More about SER’s International Policy Work
If you are interested in learning more about SER’s international collaborations and policy initiatives,
visit the Global Restoration Network: www.globalrestorationnetwork.org/restoration/guidelines/articles/
ser-international-collaborations/. You can also visit the GRN to view the Briefing Notes and Policy Position Statements produced by the Society’s Science and Policy Working Group to facilitate dialogue
with organizations such as the IUCN, CBD and Ramsar: www.globalrestorationnetwork.org/restoration/
guidelines/articles/ser-briefing-notes-policy-position-statements/.
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Members-in-the-News
A Coup Downunder
The University of Western Australia newsroom has been busy in recent months reporting the accolades
of two SER members and leaders.
It was reported on June 22, 2010
that Professor Richard Hobbs,
editor of Restoration Ecology, was
awarded the 2010 Ecological Society of Australia Gold Medal for
his outstanding contribution to the
study of ecology in Australia. Congratulations to Richard for this welldeserved recognition. On September 9, 2010, UWA announced that
Professor Kingsley Dixon, a longtime SER member and Representative At Large on the Board of Directors, was awarded a prestigious
Chancellor’s Medal for his research
on the restoration of degraded landscapes and the conservation of rare
and threatened species in Western
Australia. In addition to his work
with the university, Kingsley is the
Director of Science at Kings Park
and Botanic Garden in Perth and
has worked tirelessly on a number
of fronts to advance the field of
restoration. Congratulations, Kingsley! Both stories can be read in
full by visiting http://www.news.
uwa.edu.au/201006222595/awardsand-prizes/uwa-ecologist-receivegold-medal and http://www.news.
uwa.edu.au/201009092857/alumni/
chancellors-medal-leading-plantbiologist.

Nature vs. Nurture
The online news service EurekAlert!
reported on August 6, 2010 that
SER member William Mitsch recently presented the findings of a
15-year study comparing two experimental marshes at Ohio State
University’s Olentangy River Wetland Research Park at a meeting of
the Ecological Society of America
in Pittsburgh. Both wetlands were
created at the same time in 1994,

(Ludwigia peruviana) is flourishing. Read the full article by visiting
http://www.conservationmagazine.
org/2010/09/renewed-muck-stuck/

Mangrove Restoration Training
Course Anyone?

Family of wood ducks at Ohio State University’s
Olentangy River Wetland Research Park

but one was planted with 13 common wetland species while the other
was left to develop naturally. Data
collected in the ensuing 15 years
has provided valuable insights
about the process of actively restoring a wetland ecosystem, but it has
also allowed researchers to better
understand the mechanisms driving
natural recolonization. Read about
Dr. Mitsch’s findings in detail by
visiting www.eurekalert.org/pub_
releases/2010-08/osu-pum080510.
php. To read an interview with Dr.
Mitsch about the experimental wetlands, see the March 2009 issue of
SERNews: https://www.ser.org/pdf/
SERNews23-1.pdf.

Trouble on the Kissimmee
An article written for Conservation
Magazine on September 23, 2010,
entitled “Renewed Muck, Stuck,”
discusses some of the setbacks that
have hampered efforts to restore
broadleaf marsh habitat along Florida’s Kissimmee River. Much of the
discussion centers around findings
published by SER member Louis
A. Toth of the South Florida Water
Management District in a recent issue of Restoration Ecology. According to Toth, native plants are struggling to gain a foothold while the
invasive Peruvian primrose willow

SER member and world-renowned
mangrove restoration expert Roy
R. “Robin” Lewis III will offer
the 9th annual Mangrove Forest
Ecology, Management and Restoration Training Course in Hollywood,
Florida, USA from March 3-5,
2011. This workshop – previously
taught in the Bahamas, Jamaica,
Cuba, Nigeria, Thailand, Vietnam,
India and Sri Lanka – will teach
mangrove restoration best practices, with primary emphasis given
to the Ecological Mangrove Restoration (EMR) method. Students
will study 5 successful mangrove
restoration case studies, as well as
several unsuccessful ones, and will
visit the 500-hectare West Lake
Park mangrove restoration project,
an award-winning project designed
by Robin Lewis that is now more
than 20 years old. More information about the course, as well as
background literature about mangrove restoration, is available by
visiting www.mangroverestoration.
com or by contacting Robin Lewis
at LESRRL3@aol.com.

Keep Us Posted!
Been working on an interesting
project? Been in the news lately?
Written a book, article, paper?
We’ll be happy to highlight it on
our Members in the News feature or
Restoration Showcase on the SER
homepage. Just send your materials to Levi Wickwire (levi@ser.org)
and help keep your fellow members
in the loop!
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New Books & Articles
SER-Island Press
Restoration Reader
This free Restoration Reader provides a bird’s-eye view of the
SER-Island Press book series The
Science and Practice of Ecological
Restoration and allows you to see
the breadth and depth of the series
in order determine which books
meet your needs. The Reader is
organized in four separate, easyto-download files: Part I: Foundation Volumes; Part II: Restoration
of Damaged Ecosystems; Part III:
Valuable Tools and References;
and Part IV: Practitioner Volumes.
http://islandpress.org/ser

Restoring Degraded
Landscapes with Native
Species in Latin America

Edited by Florencia Montagnini
and Christopher Finney
This book discusses the economic
and ecological aspects of forest
restoration in Latin America. It examines the benefits of using native
tree species, in both mixed and pure
plantations, to reforest degraded
pasturelands and former agricultural
fields while fostering regeneration
under the plantations’ canopies. The
planted trees can later be harvested
for timber, and the released understory can provide a regenerating
forest to be managed for future economic profits, as well as biodiversity
and other environmental services.
Reforestation strategies can also
include non-timber forest products
with economic, medicinal, social
and aesthetic values and services.
This approach to land management
provides a means by which the ecological integrity and resilience of degraded ecosystems can be restored,
while at the same time improving the
livelihoods of local communities.
https://www.novapublishers.com/
catalog/product_info.php?products_
id=19273&osCsid=b

Monarch butterflies congregate by the millions
to overwinter in the Oyamel fir forests of
Michoacán, Mexico

Assessing and Restoring
Natural Resources in Postconflict Peacebuilding
Edited by David Jensen and
Steve Lonergan

Violent conflict invariably disrupts
people’s livelihoods, the natural environment, social and political institutions, and the economy at all
levels. This book examines how
conflicts degrade natural resources
and addresses the consequences for
human health, livelihoods, and security. It reviews lessons learned from
remediating environmental hotspots,
restoring damaged ecosystems, and
reconstructing environmental services and infrastructure, and provides a concise theoretical and practical framework for policymakers,
researchers, practitioners, and students.
http://www.earthscan.
co.uk/?tabid=102488&v=200

Ecological Connectivity among
Tropical Coastal Ecosystems
Edited by Ivan Nagelkerken

Mangrove forests, seagrass beds, and
coral reefs are circumtropical ecosystems that cover a large area of the
globe and provide many important

biological functions and economic
services. Their diversity, productivity, and functioning is based in large
part on their connectivity, and this
authoritative book provides a firsttime comprehensive review of the
major ecological interactions across
tropical marine ecosystems that result from the mutual exchange of nutrients, organic matter, fish, and crustaceans. A group of leading authors
from around the world examines
the patterns and underlying mechanisms of important biogeochemical
and biological linkages among these
systems, and looks at how anthropogenic pressures have impacted their
health and productivity in recent decades. This book is a ‘must read’ for
professionals working on the conservation, management, and ecology of
mangrove, seagrass and coral reef
ecosystems.
http://www.springer.
com/environment/aquatic+sciences/
book/978-90-481-2405-3

Ecosystem Functioning
Kurt Jax

In the face of decreasing biodiversity and ongoing global changes,
maintaining ecosystem functioning
is seen both as a means to preserve
biological diversity as well as for
safeguarding human well-being by
securing the services ecosystems provide. Although the idea of ecosystem
functioning is important, the concept
itself remains rather vague and elusive. This book provides an integrated synthesis of different approaches
to conceptualizing and assessing
ecosystem functioning. It links the
natural sciences with methodologies
from philosophy and the social sciences, and introduces a new methodology for a clearer and more efficient
application of ecosystem functioning
concepts in practice. Special emphasis is laid on the social dimensions
of the concept and the ways it influences research practice. Several case
studies relate theoretical analyses to
practical application. http://www.
cambridge.org/catalogue/catalogue.
asp?isbn=9780521705233
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SER Chapter News
By Caroline Bronaugh, Membership Coordinator

SER Europe Chapter Establishes
Links Across Frontiers

ognize the chapter’s organizing committee, scientific committee, field trip
organizers, volunteers, and managers
of the International Popes’ Palace
Conference Center and the University of Avignon, all of whom volunteered their time and energy for the
past two years to make this conference possible.

Monday, August 23 was like any
other day in Avignon, France with
tourists bustling about admiring the
medieval architecture, indulging in
French cuisine and learning about local traditions – a typical scene in this
well-known French city. However, if
you were to travel to the Popes’ Palace near the edge of town, you would
not have found many tourists. On this
particular Monday, you would have
stumbled upon living proof of a growing international movement to restore
damaged and degraded ecosystems.
What many tourists do not know is
that Avignon lies within a region representing one of 34 biodiversity hotspots in the world. Sadly, it is also
a region that has been weakened by
centuries of overexploitation and
continues to face severe environmental threats. This is precisely why SER
Europe chose it as the site for the 7th
European Conference on Ecological
Restoration. Nearly 500 individuals from all around Europe and other
parts of the world descended upon
Avignon to attend the much-anticipated conference this summer.
The theme of the conference was
Ecological Restoration and Sustainable Development: Establishing
Links Across Frontiers. And establish
links is precisely what conference attendees did. Invaluable exchanges
were made between scientists, practitioners, policy makers, students, and
stakeholders. Knowledge on ecological restoration was spread to Northern and Southern Europe, Northern
Africa and the Middle East.
Participants trekked out to the mountain forests in Mont Ventoux, the salt
marshes in Camargue, and the Vigueirat Mediterranean wetlands to view
and discuss vital restoration efforts
underway in this global biodiversity

Texas Goes East

Delegates enjoy a light moment during the
SER Europe conference in Avignon, France

hotspot. They would return to the
Popes’ Palace in time for sessions that
addressed topics on the forefront of
restoration efforts. Among the topics
discussed were the restoration of high
elevation ecosystems, the risks and
opportunities of plant introduction,
restoration based on biogeochemical key processes, success criteria
for single-species reintroduction,
and balancing trans-boundary ecology with rural development. In total,
there were 64 sessions including 200
oral presentations, 8 special sessions,
5 workshops, 8 plenary speakers, and
10 field trips, making the 7th SER
European Conference the largest SER
Europe meeting to date.
The conference closed five days later
with a declaration and renewed sense
of energy on the part of participants
who, as a collective group, continue
to fill the increasingly prevalent need
for ecological restoration all around
the world. Click here to view a pdf of
the conference declaration.
SER would like to extend a special
congratulation to its Europe Chapter
on a successful conference and rec-

The Chapter’s 2010 Annual Conference in Whitehouse, Texas on November 5-7 will be the first meeting
of TxSER to be held in East Texas.
The 3-day conference will feature a
series of informative presentations,
as well as five Field Study Trips attendees can choose from: a biological
overview while kayaking on Caddo
Lake, a visit to the Texas Freshwater Fisheries Center and the Richland
Creek Wildlife Management Area to
see hatchery ponds and freshwater
wetlands, a chance to experience a
managed shortleaf pine/hardwood
forest with a trek out to Tyler State
Park and Soutendijk Bog, or a 2-hour
tour around the beautiful Camp Tyler. We will be sure to report on all
the excitement that emerges from the
Piney Woods of East Texas! For more
information about the meeting or to
register, visit http://txser.org/.

Building Synergies in
New England
In our last issue of SERNews, we reported on the Division of Ecological
Restoration (DER), a newly formed
division within the Massachusetts
Department of Fish & Game. The
division is the first of its kind in the
US to address ecological restoration comprehensively, and SER New
England has wasted no time in joining forces with the group. On October
21, the chapter teamed up with the
DER and the Ecological Landscaping Association to co-sponsor PlymSERNews 14
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outh Restoration: Renewed Health
for Two Rivers, a guided tour through
two successful stream and wetlands
restoration projects. Participants got
a behind-the-scenes look at Eel River, where State and Federal agencies
worked together to restore 60 acres of
cranberry bogs and dams to a healthy
habitat for Brook Trout. Next up was
a professional tour of Town Brook to
examine streamside enhancements
and wetland creation. Both of these
projects demonstrate the powerful
role collaboration plays when implementing restoration projects. A tip of
the hat to SER New England; their
collaborative initiative resulted in a
very successful event!

Mid Atlantic: Leadership
Development at Its Finest
The Mid-Atlantic Chapter has grown
considerably over the past year and
has strategically organized itself to
support the momentum it gained in
the wake of its annual conferences.
In an excellent example of leadership
development, the Chapter now has
four strong committees that provide a
foundation for continued growth.
The Conference Planning Committee
is the mainstay of the group, involving all chapter board members as well
as interested volunteers. The committee works year-round and is currently
planning for the 2011 annual conference which is tentatively set for April
1 at the University of Maryland, College Park.
The Fields Trips Committee is responsible for a very popular chapter
member benefit and effective recruitment tool. The committee plans seasonal field trips to a variety of ecological restoration sites and natural areas
throughout the Mid-Atlantic Region.
Be on the lookout for trips in your
neck of the woods this fall!
The Communications Committee has
also been busy at work and thanks to

bama, a workshop on woodland restoration in Mississippi, and possibly
a native plant/longleaf pine workshop
in Louisiana. Whether expanding its
presence in the Southeast Region or
providing educational opportunities,
the Southeast Chapter is ensuring that
ecological restoration is alive and
well in this corner of the US.

Midwest - Great Lakes Shows
No Signs of Slowing
photo courtesy Mississippi Wildlife, Fisheries & Parks

A former agricultural field restored with native
grasses and wildflowers in the Black Belt
Prairie region of Mississippi, USA

these volunteers, the Chapter now has
a full-color international brochure,
a new Chapter logo, a table, and a
Facebook page on the horizon. The
chapter would especially like to thank
its graphic design volunteer who contributes expertise to all communication areas.
The newest committee is the Membership Committee. With a committee
specifically dedicated to welcoming
and recruiting new chapter members,
the sky is the limit for Mid-Atlantic’s
growth.

Holding It Down in the
Southeastern US
With Tennessee officially under its
umbrella, the Southeast Chapter is
excited to report that SER members
in Kentucky have also voiced interest in affiliating with the Chapter.
One member even suggested hosting
an chapter meeting in the state! Stay
tuned as the Southeast Chapter continues to explore the idea of adding
Kentucky to its geographic boundaries.
Aside from expansion, the chapter is planning several educational
workshops. Among these plans are
a workshop on tallgrass prairie and
black belt prairie restoration in Ala-

If you sat Rocky Smiley down in 2008
and told him that the Midwest-Great
Lakes Chapter would have over 150
dedicated members in just two years,
you would have met with a skeptical look. “We are at the beginning of
our third year of operation and the
Chapter has grown much faster than
any of us anticipated,” reports Smiley, Chapter President. “We have 158
members hailing from the six states
of our chapter boundaries.”
This momentum comes on the heels
of the Chapter’s 2nd Annual Meeting at the University of Wisconsin
Madison Arboretum, where over 100
people gathered to look toward the
future in an area considered to be the
birthplace of ecological restoration.
As the chapter gears up for its 3rd
Annual Meeting in April 2011 (spoiler alert: it will be held at the University of Springfield, Illinois), we take
a moment to thank some of its founding members and explore a dynamic
group of youngsters in the chapter.
One obvious reason for the success
of MWGL is the team of determined
volunteers who ushered the chapter
throughout its formation and kept it
running in its first year. Carl Wodrich,
Pamela Rice, and Jason Husveth are
among this founding group and as
they end their board terms, we would
like to recognize all the energy, hard
work and dedication they have contributed in the past two years. They
were a crucial part of countless chapter initiatives, and on behalf of the enSERNews 15
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tire MWGL region, we thank you for
your time and efforts.

nounce our winners for 2010 in this
edition of SERNews!

In addition to founding members,
there is a younger demographic
whose presence brings a unique energy to the chapter. The students of
the University of Wisconsin Stevens
Point SER Student Guild became an
official part of the chapter last year
when they were granted two positions
on the chapter’s board of directors.
This lively bunch gives us hope for
the future of ecological restoration;
they are smart, eager, and a force to
be reckoned with. Student Benjamin
Van Thiel described the group best in
a recent article: “Rather than twirl batons or grip baseball bats, we chose to
swing pulaskis and heft shovels. We
tear up the generic green stuff which
doesn’t belong, and replace it with
a carefully selected composition of
species that do belong. In the process,
we correct the error of our parents
while setting the record straight for
our children.” Whether they are hefting their shovels in an oak savannah
in Schmeeckle Reserve or working
on their Karner blue butterfly habitat
restoration in Plover, they are a vital
part of the chapter and most certainly
a group to keep your eye on.

Ann Boyce, Executive Director of the
Stilly-Snohomish Fisheries Enhancement Task Force, was awarded the
Conservationist of the Year Award.
This award recognizes prolonged efforts to preserve, protect, restore, or
enhance environments necessary for
healthy ecosystems. Ann’s dedicated
efforts toward salmon recovery in the
Stillaguamish and Snohomish basins
and the Island County watersheds
reflect the spirit of this prestigious
award.

We encourage you to keep up with all
MWGL happenings on Facebook; simply go to http://www.facebook.com/
group.php?gid=116944704989364
and click join.

Central Rockies: Connecting
Dots
The Central Rockies Chapter is reenergizing and refocusing its efforts
on numerous fronts. The Chapter is
in a crucial transition phase as new
leadership is being recruited into the
board and new committees are taking
shape. While laying the groundwork
for increased capacity, we are also exploring ways to unite restoration efforts in the Central Rocky Mountain
Region. This includes fostering collaborations with other like-minded
organizations.

Fall colors on the Stillaguamish River
in the US state of Washington

The High Altitude Revegetation
Committee (HAR) is one such organization. For over 30 years, HAR has
promoted an understanding of rehabilitation procedures and materials,
natural resource values and potentials
when fragile, high-elevation ecosystems are to be modified by human activities. Recognizing common goals
we share with HAR, CeRSER is exploring ways we can work together.
We particularly hope to help plan and
support two annual HAR events: the
Annual Summer Tour and Biennial
Winter Workshop.
In addition to HAR, Central Rockies
is teaming up with the SER Colorado
State University Student Guild and a
restoration group associated with the
University of Wyoming. With endless
opportunities to connect, we believe
these joint efforts will not only bring
restoration professionals together, but
strengthen each group in the process.

Northwest Chapter: And The
Winner Is…
Each year, The Northwest Chapter
honors 3 deserving individuals with
chapter awards as a way to recognize
and thank members for their extraordinary efforts. We are excited to an-

The Special Award is given each year
to a member who has contributed
time, talent, and outstanding service
in support of the chapter. The member who received the award this year
started out with SER-Northwest as
the Treasurer in 2003, planned the
2005 Annual Conference in Seattle,
and went on to serve as Chapter President for 4 years. Among the things
he accomplished during this time,
the honoree reorganized around an
all-volunteer organization, moved to
sound financial footing, and successfully established both the awards program and the scholarship program.
Thank you, Jake Jacobson, without
your hard work the chapter would not
stand where it is today.
Drum roll please…Paul Stamets was
the recipient of this year’s President’s
Award. Stamets, who has written six
books on mycology, has pioneered
the use of mushrooms as a tool for
restoration, championing their importance to soil fertility and bioremediation. SER Northwest was honored for
the opportunity to highlight Stamets’
work as a mycologist through this
award.
You can read all about the 2010 winners online at www.ser.org/sernw. Be
sure to tune into upcoming chapter
updates, as we have some exciting
plans in the works! In the meantime,
click here to follow us on Facebook.
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